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Instructions:

 Add a picture of you trying something new. Something
great about quarantine is that it gives us the freedom
of time. We have all this time on our hands, so what do
we do with it? Try something new!
 Use the hastag #MYLAQuarantineChallenge or tag us
@myla_vb
 and MOST IMPORTANTLY, Have FUN! 

The Mayor's Youth Leaders in Action youth challenge you
to TRY SOMETHING NEW, and share it with us via
instagram. 

1.

2.

3.



Something I never did before, but tried it in
quarantine, was drawing realistic portraits of my
parents and family members with just a number 2
pencil!  This was my first attempt at doing this type
of art so it required a lot of patience, a lot of
breaks, a bit of hand-hurting, but overall it was
super fun making it!

Swara 

My mom

My dad



Nina 

Recently, I've tried making jewelry and I love
it! Soo if anyone is interested... (Wink)



Naman 

I've spent lots of time during this time
playing table tennis with my dad or my
sister. I have really enjoyed playing the
game and staying in shape.



Lily
I’ve been spending a lot of time trying out new
recipes! I  have dietary restrictions, so it is often
easier to make my own meal so I know exactly
what’s in it:)



Tristen 

During quarantine, I started baking a lot
more! I baked lots of cookies, cakes, and
different types of treats. 



Devante 
Something I did new was I baked a cake for my
aunts birthday and one for my grandma’s
birthday!



Jenna 

Something that I did new was I made a
lemon margaine cake for my mom's
birthday. 



Bella 
I decided to recreate a mural with my body! It
was really fun to do, but it was also kinda weird. 



Kaitlyn 

During quarantine, I decided to start
working out a lot more! I've really been
focused on my upper body strength and
eating healthier. 



Amiyah
During quarentine I have recently started gaming! I
bought a Nintendo Switch and a few games. I have
really been into Minecraft lately as I find it super
relaxing and I enjoy playing with my friends. I also
really enjoy playing any Super Mario game! 



Victoria 
Something new that I did was go crabbing/fishing at the beach!
With my cousins we went night swimming in the ocean, and tried
to catch some anchovies! It was so fun, we went again the next
night!

anchovies!

crabs!



Mrs. Anny!

I am very interested in art, and I've
always wanted to paint on clothes,

but I was too afraid to try, or I didn't
have the time. 

The quarantine gave me the courage
to do it. I just woke up one day and
started drawing and painting, and I

LOVED IT! I'm already working on my
second jacket. 



THANK YOU


